Citizens Advice Waltham Forest

Fee Paying Immigration
Fee Scale
Appeals (preparing bundles, witness statements and representation at the Tribunal)

£800

Appeals (preparing Grounds)

£300

Discretionary Leave (No Current Leave)/Further Leave to Remain

£699

EEA Applications: EEA(FM) £359 / EEA(EFM) £559 / EEA(PR) £659
Entry Clearance (e.g. Spouse Visa) - £699 / Visit £499 / Dependent Relative £699
Family Reunion

£499

FLR(FP) Family life as a partner: 10 year route £599 / 5 year route £699
FLR(FP) Family life as a parent: 5 year route £699 / 10 year route £599
FLR(FP) Private life in the UK (10 year route)

£699

FLR (O) Visitors (except Approved Destination Status & Permitted Paid
Engagements visitors

£599

FLR(O) Dependant of a person who has limited leave to enter or remain in the UK
other than under the points based system

£699

FLR(O) Parent of a Tier 4 (child) student

£699

FLR(O) Discretionary Leave (DL) where the applicant has previously been granted a
period of DL but has not previously been refused asylum or granted less than four
years Exceptional Leave

£699

FLR(O) Other purposes or reasons not covered by other application forms

£799

Naturalisation: Adult £599 / MN1 £499 (discretionary decision £699) / Form T £599
Settlement (M) spouse, civil partner, unmarried partner

£599

Settlement (O) (ten years residence)

£599

Settlement (20 year route)

£699

Travel Documents/Certificate of Identity/NTL

£339
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The above fees include all consultations, letters, applications and form filling as
required.
They do not include the following which you will be responsible for in addition to the
above fees:




The cost of special delivery postage
Disbursements
Home Office application fees

Payment must be made before work starts and will be kept in a separate client
account.
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